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In this work, we present a systematic study of the effect of the stoichiometry of BaTiO3 (BTO) films
grown on the Ge(001) substrate by molecular-beam-epitaxy using different characterization methods
relying on beam diffraction, including reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED), X-ray
diffraction (XRD), and selected-area electron diffraction in transmission electron microscopy.
Surprisingly, over a wide range of [Ba]/[Ti] ratios, as measured by the Rutherford backscattering
spectrometry, all the BTO layers exhibit the same epitaxial relationship h100iBTO(001)//
h110iGe(001) with the substrate, describing a 45 lattice rotation of the BTO lattice with respect to
the Ge lattice. However, varying the [Ba]/[Ti] ratio does change the diffraction behavior. From
RHEED patterns, we can derive that excessive [Ba] and [Ti] generate twinning planes and a rougher
surface in the non-stoichiometric BTO layers. XRD allows us to follow the evolution of the lattice
constants as a function of the [Ba]/[Ti] ratio, providing an option for tuning the tetragonality of the
BTO layer. In addition, we found that the intensity ratio of the 3 lowest-order Bragg peaks I(001)/
I(002), I(101)/I(002), and I(111)/I(002) derived from x  2h scans characteristically depend on the BTO
stoichiometry. To explain the relation between observed diffraction patterns and the stoichiometry of
the BTO films, we propose a model based on diffraction theory explaining how excess [Ba] or [Ti] in
the layer influences the diffraction response. Published by AIP Publishing.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4972101]
I. INTRODUCTION

Given the unique physical properties of thin-film perovskite oxides (ABO3), exhibiting at the same time strong ferroelectric, piezo-electric, and electro-optical effects, their
monolithic integration with compound semiconductors offers
many new degrees of freedom for advanced device generations.1–3 It is widely reported that the above-mentioned
effects are superior in single crystalline ABO3 compared to
any other crystal type.4–6 However, obtaining high-quality
integration of crystalline ABO3 with semiconductors remains
challenging due to the huge discrepancy in their respective
crystal lattices and chemical properties.5,6
The path towards the integration of crystalline ABO3 thin
films with semiconductors was not opened until the late 1990s.
McKee et al. utilized an alkaline earth metal submonolayer to
achieve high quality SrTiO3 (STO) epitaxy on Si by molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE).7 Since then, the epitaxy of STO onto Si
substrates was heavily investigated, given its excellent compatibility with several other functional oxides and its interesting material characteristics.8–10 Nevertheless, its properties are
highly dependent on the exact epitaxial conditions such as
substrates used, growth temperature, and, especially, stoichiometry.11–14 Even if several techniques for realizing high quality STO thin film have been developed,15–17 avoiding local or
a)
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global non-stoichiometry is still difficult.18 In order to well
control material properties, it is important to develop an efficient method to understand the stoichiometry inside the layer
during and after the growth. To evaluate the composition of
the STO layer, several diffraction techniques are commonly
applied.19–21 During the growth, many groups utilize reflection
high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) to monitor the Sr
and Ti flux ratio ([Sr]/[Ti]) in the layer in real-time, and to
control the composition.19,20 After the growth, the out-of-plane
lattice constants retrieved from a x  2h scan along the [001]
axis in X-ray diffraction (XRD) can also qualitatively reveal
the ratio [Sr]/[Ti].19,21
However, for other ABO3 oxides, these are much less
discussed than for STO. Even though all ABO3 have a similar crystal structure, the different electron numbers, atom
sizes, and composition from various elements will still lead
to different diffraction behaviors.22 Given its strong ferroelectric and electro-optical properties, lead-free BaTiO3
(BTO) has been studied for over 70 years.23,24 With the
successful development of an STO on the Si epitaxial process, also BTO recently is getting considerable research
interest, in particular, for the integration in novel Si-based
devices. For example, the authors of Refs. 2 and 25 showed
high speed silicon integrated modulators, exploiting the
excellent electro-optical properties of a hybrid integrated
BTO layer. However, as with STO, the characteristics of
such BTO layers are greatly dependent on the [Ba]/[Ti]
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composition,26–28 so accurately controlling the stoichiometry
of the deposited BTO is crucial.
Therefore, in this work, we will mainly investigate the
impact of the stoichiometry of an epitaxially grown BTO
layer on its diffraction characteristics. The BTO layers are
grown by MBE onto Ge(001), which has a quasi-zero lattice
mismatch to BTO in a 45 crystal rotation epitaxial relationship.29 First, the [Ba]/[Ti] ratio is measured by Rutherford
backscattering spectroscopy (RBS). Then, the results of
RHEED, XRD, and transmission electron microscope
(TEM) experiments are systematically presented and discussed. Moreover, a model for the diffraction by nonstoichiometric BTO is developed, which explains several of
the unique observations in our experiments.
II. EXPERIMENTS

Four samples with various [Ba]/[Ti] ratios and denoted
A to D were prepared. All of them were grown on a 4-in.
Ge(001) substrate in a Riber49 200 mm production MBE
reactor. Ti metal is evaporated with an electron beam controlled by a feedback loop from a mass spectrometer to keep
a constant flux during growth. The Ba atomic flux is obtained
using a standard Knudsen effusion cell and the [Ba]/[Ti] flux
ratio is tuned with the help of a quartz crystal microbalance.
A remote plasma source is used to produce atomic oxygen
during the growth.
Prior to BTO deposition, the Ge native oxide was thermally desorbed by heating the substrate to 800  C for 30 min,
resulting in a bright (2  1) RHEED reconstruction pattern.
In order to accommodate both BTO and Ge lattices, a 45
rotation of the BTO lattice with respect to Ge substrate is
required and is initiated via inserting a 0.5 monolayer BaO
between BTO and Ge.29 This BaO layer is realized by growing a 0.5 monolayer (ML) of Ba at 550  C resulting in a
2  1 Ba-Ge(001) surface followed by oxygen exposure. The
substrate temperature is then increased to 630  C for BTO
growth under an oxygen 1.6  106 Torr partial pressure.
For all samples, [Ba] and [Ti] were measured by
Rutherford backscattering spectrometry (RBS), and the
results are summarized in Table I, where the [Ba] excess e is
defined by Ba1þeTiO3f. The [Ba] excess in the BTO films
varies from 90% to 28%. The 4 samples used in the present
study are the representatives of each unique phenomenon
which will be detailed in the following. XRD measurements
show that above 28%, the films become completely amorphous and then are not included in the current study. In
Section III, we provide and discuss the detailed structural
and diffraction behavior as observed from RHEED, XRD,
TABLE I. Summary of RBS-measured [Ba]/[Ti] ratio in the different
BTO-layers grown.

Sample A
Sample B
Sample C
Sample D
a

[Ba]/[Ti] in RBS

Excessive [Ba]a

0.10
0.96
1.08
1.28

90%
4%
þ8%
þ28%

[Ba] excess, e, is defined by Ba1þeTiO3-f.

and TEM experiments as function of [Ba]/[Ti] for the different samples.
III. RESULTS

Figure 1 presents the evolution of the RHEED diffraction patterns and the corresponding schematics for the samples A, B, C, and D. In Figure 1(a), sample A with 90%
[Ba] excess in the BTO shows spotty RHEED patterns indicating 3D growth with rough surface. The corresponding
miller-indexed planes can be defined from the tetragonal
BTO crystal lattice. Given the excess [Ti], the oxygen content in the BTO is decreased, leading to both Ti-rich and
oxygen-deficient BTO compounds, BaTi1þDO3d.30 It has
been reported that oxygen-deficient BTO contains (111)BTO
twins,31,32 which can be observed in the RHEED patterns
along [100]BTO in Figure 1(a). With a [Ba]/[Ti] ratio closer
to the stoichiometric composition, the RHEED patterns of
sample B (4% extra [Ti]) change (Figure 1(b)): instead of a
spot-only 3D pattern, they now show streak-lined patterns
overlaid by few spots, representing the 2D layer with much
improved roughness on the surface. Diffraction lines at (11),
(-1-1), (01), and (0-1) can be observed revealing that the diffraction behavior is changed as the [Ba]/[Ti] ratio reaches
unity. Figure 1(c) shows RHEED patterns of sample C which
has 8% extra [Ba]. One can notice that the extra Ba roughens
the surface again, resulting in more spotty patterns overlaid
on the streak lines. In addition, there are extra spots between
the diffraction lines along [110]BTO and [100]BTO directions,
denoted by the gray ellipses in the schematic representations.
With further increasing the [Ba] content to 28% in sample D,
the spottier patterns, as presented in Figure 1(d), indicate
the surface roughens further. In addition, more extra spots
between the diffraction lines emerge, as gray labeled in
the schematic. Those extra spots between the diffraction
lines in Figures 1(c) and 1(d) originate from (111)BTO twins
in the crystalline layer. In order to incorporate extra BaO
in the Ba-rich BTO, (111)BTO nanotwins and (001)BTO
Ruddlesden-Popper planar faults are usually generated.19,32
Therefore, more [Ba] will induce more twins as observed in
the RHEED patterns of Figures 1(c) and 1(d), respectively.
Generally, none of the samples shows extra 2 reconstruction lines in the RHEED pattern along [110]BTO and
[100]BTO resulting from the BaO for the Ba-rich and TiO2
for the Ti-rich BTO, respectively. This might be because the
[Ba]/[Ti] element ratio is too far away from the stoichiometric condition to observe this extra 2 reconstruction lines.
On the other hand, even though this work covers a wide
range of the [Ba]/[Ti] cation ratios for Ba1þeTiO3-f, the
RHEED pattern evolutions with respect to stoichiometry
shows similar behaviors already reported previously in the
literature.33,34
Figure 2 describes a series of XRD scans for different
BTO samples with using the 1 slit in front of the rockingcurve detector. Figure 2(a) presents the azimuthal / scans
for all four samples. While measuring (61 6 11)BTO in samples B to D, (62 6 24)BTO was measured for sample A indicating the absence of the (61 6 11)BTO in the latter. Despite
large discrepancies in the [Ba]/[Ti] ratio, surprisingly, all
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FIG. 1. The RHEED diffraction patterns and corresponding schematics
along [100]BTO and [110]BTO of (a)
sample A with 90% extra [Ti], (b)
sample B with 4% extra [Ti], (c) sample C with 8% additional [Ba], and (d)
sample D with 28% additional [Ba],
respectively.

samples still exhibit the same epitaxial relationship with the
Ge-substrate, h100iBTO(001)//h110iGe(001), i.e., a 45 inplane rotation of the BTO lattice with respect to the Ge lattice. Such 4-fold symmetry also corresponds with azimuthal
RHEED scans for all the samples. The symmetrical x  2h
scan along the [001]BTO direction shown in Figure 2(b)

reveals that all BTO layers are seemingly single-crystalline,
only showing (00 l)BTO Bragg reflection peaks. However,
for sample A, the first-order Bragg peak, (001)BTO, is
missing. This, to some extent, agrees with the absence of
some RHEED reflections in sample A, confirming the diffraction behavior changes due to the [Ti] excess. Also, an

FIG. 2. (a) The azimuthal / scan of
(61 6 11)BTO/Ge for the samples B
to D, and that of (62 6 24)BTO/Ge for
the sample A. The x  2h scan along
(b) [001]BTO, (c) [101]BTO, and (d)
[111]BTO for all the samples.
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FIG. 3. The XRD intensity ratio of (001)BTO, (101)BTO, and (111)BTO
to (002)BTO for all samples, evaluated from the x  2h scans shown in
Figure 2.

asymmetrical x  2h scan along [101]BTO is conducted and
shows a poly-crystalline diffraction spectrum with multiple
peaks for all samples except for sample C. These multipeaks can be filtered by using a narrower slit (<1 ) in front
of the XRD detector or using a detector in the triple-axis
configuration. They result from the poly-crystalline and nonstoichiometric BaO and TiO2 compounds contained in the
films such as Ba2TiO4, BaTi2O5, BaTi4O9, etc.28 The diffraction spectra for these compounds are too complicated to
be resolved with our measurement setup.35,36 Among the
different peaks in the spectrum, the (101)BTO peak can be
identified by /-scan measurements: only the (101)BTO peak
belonging to epitaxial BTO can show 4-fold symmetry as
shown in Figure 2(a). From the /-scan of (101)BTO, we
found that the (101)BTO is only in sample A not observable
revealing the unique diffraction behavior triggered by extra
[Ti]. Finally, Figure 2(d) shows the asymmetrical x  2h
scan along [111]BTO. By measuring the /-scan of (111)BTO,
this Bragg reflection does not appear for sample A suggesting again that the 90% excessive [Ti] induces different diffraction behaviors. Besides, all samples, including sample A,
show a poly-crystalline diffraction spectrum, presenting
even more peaks than for the scan along [101]BTO. From
this, we conclude the x  2h scan along [111]BTO is a better
measure for the assessment of the crystallinity of the ideal
stoichiometric [Ba] ¼ [Ti] BTO thin film. This correlates
with the fact that the non-stoichiometric compounds tend to
precipitate in the grain boundaries of twinned (111)BTO.37
Yet, it is important to realize that the general x  2h scan
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along [001]BTO is not sufficient to determine the crystalline
quality of the layer.
To understand the XRD diffraction behavior as function
of the [Ba]/[Ti] ratio, the intensity ratio of the three lowestordered Bragg peaks ((001)BTO, (101)BTO, and (111)BTO) relative to the (002)BTO peak is calculated and summarized in
Figure 3. Note that only sample A does not show (001)BTO,
(101)BTO, and (111)BTO. We can observe that the ratio I(001)/
I(002) is increasing with increasing Ba-content in the BTO.
On the other hand, I(101)/I(002) and I(111)/I(002) decrease when
evolving from Ti-rich to Ba-rich BTO. When further increasing the [Ba] content, those ratios are increasing again, even
above those obtained for sample B, which is closer to the
ideal stoichiometric condition. We will discuss the observed
variations and the relation to our model later in this paper.
From the symmetric and asymmetric x  2h scans
shown in Figure 2, the in-plane and out-of-plane lattice constants for sample B to sample D can be calculated. Yet, to
determine the in-plane lattice constant of sample A, we have
to rely on the x  2h scan of (224)BTO (not shown here)
because the (101)BTO and (111)BTO peaks are missing. The
out-of-plane lattice constant, a?, and the in-plane lattice constant, ak, are summarized in Figure 4(a). The local minimum
for a? is obtained for the sample with [Ba]/[Ti] ¼ 1, similar
to what is observed for a? of STO. The in-plane lattice constant ak, on the other hand, decreases with increasing [Ba]
content inside the layer. The trend for the lattice constants
a? and ak for excessive [Ti] can be explained by Coulomb
repulsion induced by the extra [Ti]. Since the extra [Ti] induces oxygen vacancies Vo in the BTO to keep charge neutrality, the neighboring Ti-ions show charge repulsion due to the
absence of oxygen atoms in the crystal. Therefore, excessive
[Ti] will also result in an expansion of the crystal lattice. For
sample C and sample D with excess [Ba], the out-of-plane
lattice constant a? is seemingly independent of the [Ba] content. However, the in plane lattice constant ak decreases as
more [Ba] is incorporated inside the layer, probably related
to the smaller lattice constants of Ba2TiO4.36 Therefore,
when evaluating the tetragonality (a?/ak) to understand
the BTO polarization in Figure 4(b), sample D with
28% [Ba] excess shows a dramatic increment, indicating
strong out-of-plane polarization. All other samples show
a?/ak below 1, indicating the in-plane polarization. This is
believed to stem from the large mismatch in the thermal
expansion coefficients of BTO (aBTO ¼ 1.1  105 K1) and
Ge (aGe ¼ 5.8  106 K1).38,39 In order to qualitatively

FIG. 4. (a) The in-plane (ak) and outof-plane (a?) lattice constants, derived
from x  2h scans shown in Figure 2.
(b) The corresponding tetragonality
(a?/ ak) for all samples.
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explain this, we assume that, during the growth, the crystal
lattice of BTO is matched to the Ge lattice. Hence, the
lattice constant for BTO and Ge at the growth temperature

of 630  C can be written as a630 CBTO&Ge. When cooling

down to 20 C, the BTO and Ge lattice constants become



a20 CBTO ¼ a630 CBTO&Ge[1 þ aBTO(20–630)] and a20 CGe
630  C
¼a
BTO&Ge[1 þ aGe(20–630)], respectively. Consequently,
since aBTO is larger than aGe, the BTO layer will experience
tensile strain from the Ge substrate driving the polarization
to lie in the plane of the surface.40 Summarizing, from our studies, the stoichiometry of the BTO-sample also provides a route
to control its tetragonality, optimizing it for a given device
application.34,41
Figure 5 presents the comparison of cross-sectional
high resolution TEM (HRTEM) images with the corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) images for
samples A and B. The samples were prepared by taking a
cross-section along the[100]BTO//[110]Ge zone axis and the
[001]BTO//[001]Ge vertical direction. The black shadows in the
HRTEM images are believed to originate either from the presence of defects or from roughness of the TEM sample lamella.
The corresponding SAED Bragg peaks are defined based on
the reference of the Ge substrate. In Figures 5(a) and 5(c), the
HRTEM images for, respectively, samples A and B show a
sharp BTO/Ge interface without the formation of amorphous
GeOx suboxides at the hetero-interfaces. Also, the bright
SAED spots in both samples (Figures 5(b) and 5(d)) agree
with the good crystallinity already deduced from the x  2h
scan in Figure 2. However, compared to sample A, the SAED
pattern for sample B shows more diffraction spots. It confirms
that the 90% excessive [Ti] generates a change in the
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diffraction behavior, explaining the observed diffraction
behavior of the different BTO layers. Given the resolution of
the measurement, the difference between the lattice constants
a? and ak cannot be resolved from the SAED patterns though.
IV. DISCUSSION

To qualitatively understand the relation between the
observed diffraction patterns and the ratio [Ba]/[Ti], we calculate the peak diffraction intensity and position corresponding to various planes simply based on diffraction theory
without considering instrument geometry.22 In the calculation, we assume the BTO structure is cubic for simplicity.
The diffraction intensity can be described by the following
formula:
Ihkl /

k3  jFhkl j2  M  L:P:
;
Vc2 l.

(1)

where k is the beam wavelength, Fhkl is the structure factor
of the miller-indexed (hkl) plane, M is the multiplicity of the
(hkl) (in the cubic BTO system, M ¼ 6 for {001} and {002};
M ¼ 12 for {110}; and M ¼ 8 for {111}), L.P. is the Lorentzpolarization factor, Vc is the BTO unit cell volume, and lq is
the beam absorption in the layers. Fhkl and L.P are given by
the following relations:
Fhkl ¼ fTi þ fBa ð1Þhþkþl þ fO ½ð1Þhþk þ ð1Þkþl þ ð1Þhþl ;
(2)
L:P: ¼

ð1 þ cos2 2hhkl Þ
;
sin 2hhkl sin hhkl

(3)

FIG. 5. (a) and (b) are HR-TEM and
SAED images of sample A with 90%
[Ti], respectively; (c) and (d) are those
images for sample B with 4% extra
[Ti]. The miller planes in the SAED
images are indexed based on the
tetragonal lattice system and Ge(001)
reference.
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where fTi, fBa, and fO are the atomic form factors of Ti,
Ba, and O, respectively, and hhkl is the Bragg peak position
for a given plane (hkl). Due to the large atomic form factor
of Ba, there are no (hkl) conditions for which the structure
factor Fhkl disappears. In addition, according to formula (3),
the lower order peaks at low hhkl show a relatively large
L.P. factor value, giving larger diffraction intensity.
Therefore, all reflections of stoichiometric BTO should be
clearly observable. For sample A, however, with 90% excessive [Ti], the 3 lowest-ordered Bragg’s peaks: (001)BTO,
(101)BTO, and (111)BTO are missing in the RHEED patterns
(Figure 1) as well as in the XRD (Figure 2) and TEM
(Figure 5) figures, indicating the extra [Ti] results in a unique
diffraction phenomenon. To understand this, we consider
the BaxTiOz compound with Ba composition x from 0 to 1,
and oxygen content z from 0 to 2 þ x, assuming charge
neutrality. We further assume the atomic form factor of deficient [Ba] and oxygen can be expressed by xfBa and zfO/3,
respectively. Then, combining formula 1 with 3, taking into
account those non-stoichiometric atomic form factors, the
diffraction intensity for each plane (hkl) can be derived. In
order to see how the stoichiometry influences the diffraction
pattern, we evaluate again the intensity ratio of the 3 lowestordered peaks with respect to the (002) peak, in functions
of various x and z compositions. Afterwards, the intensity
ratios I(001)/I(002), I(101)/I(002), and I(111)/I(002) for BaxTiOz are
normalized to those for stoichiometric BaTiO3 and colormapped in Figures 6(a)–6(c), respectively. The black solid
lines in each mapping show the [Ba]/[Ti] ratio measured

J. Appl. Phys. 120, 225114 (2016)

using RBS. Any colors other than the deep red in the color
bar define a composition of BaxTiOz with the smaller diffraction intensity ratio than that for stoichiometric BaTiO3,
which is the unique phenomenon that we are interested in.
Figures 6(a)–6(c) show the windows of BaxTiOz having
smaller (001)BTO, (101)BTO, and (111)BTO diffraction intensity than that for the stoichiometric BTO, respectively. In
order to describe the diffraction behavior observed in sample
A for which the (001)BTO, (101)BTO, and (111)BTO Bragg
peaks are unobservable, Figure 6(d) defines the area where
the 3 composition windows of Figures 6(a)–6(c) overlap.
The resulting triangular region shows that sample A is not
only Ti-rich but also oxygen-deficient. From RBS, we found
a [Ba] deficiency of 90% for sample A, which is beyond
the lower bound of the triangular area (80%). Yet, from the
XRD-data shown in Figure 2, we know that some polytitanate compounds formed in sample A and precipitated in
the grain boundaries of twinned (111)BTO, evidenced by
multi-peaks in the x  2h scan of the (101)BTO and (111)BTO
planes. Therefore, we can infer that more than 10% [Ti] is
not incorporated in the BTO lattice but forms a poly-titanate.
Besides, the lattice expansion observed in Figure 4 indicates
that plenty of Vo exists in sample A, in agreement with
Figure 6(d). This explains the disappearance of the 3 lowestordered Bragg peaks for sample A, as observed in our diffraction analysis.
To describe the Ba-rich samples, we use BaTiyOz as our
model, where y ranges from 0 to 1 and z from 0 to 2 þ y.
Similar to the Ti-rich case, we assume the atomic form

FIG. 6. The calculated mappings of
(a) I(001)/I(002),(b) I(101)/I(002), and (c)
I(111)/I(002) for the Ti-rich compound
BaxTiOz, which are normalized by
those ratios for the stoichiometric
BaTiO3. (d) The probability distribution for having lower I(001)/I(002), I(101)/
I(002), and I(111)/I(002) at the same time.
The RBS-measured [Ba]/[Ti] ratios for
samples A and B are denoted by the
solid lines on all mappings. The Tirich STO case is indicated by the black
dashed lines in (d).
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factors of deficient [Ti] and oxygen are expressed by yfTi
and zfO/3, respectively. Then, the normalized diffraction efficiencies I(001)/I(002), I(101)/I(002), and I(111)/I(002) can be evaluated as illustrated in Figures 7(a)–7(c), respectively. The
RBS-measured [Ba]/[Ti] ratios are indicated by the black
solid line in these figures. Different from the Ti-rich case, in
the Ba-excess case, no combination of y and z leads to a
decrease in the intensity of the (001)BTO and (101)BTO peaks.
Yet, there is still a small region with an excess [Ba] between
0% and 30% and with some Vo which shows a lower I(111)/
I(002) than that for the stoichiometric BTO, as visible in
Figure 7(c). Combined with the I(001)/I(002), I(101)/I(002), and
I(111)/I(002) mappings, however, there is no overlapping
region where all 3 peaks disappear at the same time, as can
be seen from Figure 7(d).
Comparing the experimental results of Figure 3 and the
modelling results presented in Figures 6 and 7, the trend of
the relative diffraction efficiencies I(001)/I(002), I(101)/I(002),
and I(111)/I(002) with stoichiometry can be further discussed.
In Figure 3, I(001)/I(002), I(101)/I(002), and I(111)/I(002) are all
decreasing with more [Ti] being incorporated inside the
BTO layer. This is in agreement with the triangular region
delineated for the Ti-rich case in Figure 6(d): excess [Ti] and
oxygen deficiency in the BTO layer can lead to an intensity
degradation of diffraction at the (001)BTO, (101)BTO, and
(111)BTO planes. On the other hand, for the Ba-rich case
(Figure 7), the calculated diffraction efficiencies I(001)/I(002)
and I(101)/I(002) color red, indicating that both should increase

J. Appl. Phys. 120, 225114 (2016)

with increasing [Ba]. This is in agreement with the experiments for I(001)/I(002) but not for I(101)/I(002) in the whole
case, which, as can be seen from Figure 3, with increasing
the [Ba] content from 4% (sample B) to 8% (sample C),
increases. This disagreement might result from the calculation which does not take the setup geometry into account.
Figure 7(c) shows a triangular region defining the Ba-rich,
oxygen-deficient composition window, where the relative
diffraction efficiency I(111)/I(002) is smaller than that for stoichiometric BTO. With further increasing [Ba], the ratio
I(111)/I(002) will increase again and become larger than for
stoichiometric BTO. This trend matches well with the experimental trend seen comparing samples C and D in Figure 3.
Therefore, at least qualitatively, the diffraction models we
propose for both Ti- and Ba-rich BTO can explain the experimentally observed phenomena very well.
Interestingly, within the wide literature on STO, and
even though STO has the same perovskite crystal structure
as BTO, to our knowledge, there is no report of a diffraction
behavior similar to what we describe in this work. Since
Sr2þ (36) has less electrons than Ba2þ(54), the atomic form
factor of Sr is also smaller than that of Ba. Therefore, Sr2þ in
an STO-film cannot exhibit such a large electron or X-ray
scattering as Ba. Therefore, compared to Ti-rich BTO,
the composition window for Ti-rich STO has the 3 lowestordered Bragg peaks missing simultaneously shrinks, as indicated by the dashed lines in Figure 6(d). Therefore, this
unique diffraction phenomenon becomes comparatively

FIG. 7. The calculated mappings of
(a) I(001)/I(002),(b) I(101)/I(002), and (c)
I(111)/I(002) for the Ba-rich compound
BaTiyOz, which are normalized by
those ratios for the stoichiometric
BaTiO3. (d) The probability distribution for having lower I(001)/I(002), I(101)/
I(002), and I(111)/I(002), at the same time.
The RBS-measured [Ba]/[Ti] ratios for
samples C and D are denoted by the
solid lines on all mappings.
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more difficult to be observed in STO-films. For that reason,
Sr-rich STO behaves similar to Ba-rich BTO, and equally
does not exhibit a composition window where all 3 lowestordered peaks disappear.
V. CONCLUSION

In this work, we utilized RBS to measure the exact
[Ba]/[Ti] ratio in BTO-films and developed diffraction
models to understand the effect of the precise stoichiometry
on the diffraction phenomenon observed in RHEED, XRD,
and TEM diffraction studies. In the RHEED patterns,
non-stoichiometric BTO does not show 2 surface reconstructions along the [100]BTO and [110]BTO directions, presumably because the [Ba]/[Ti] ratio is too far away from
unit in these layers. However, we observe that excess [Ba]
and [Ti] in the non-stoichiometric BTO-layers generates
twinning planes and induces a rougher surface, as revealed
in the RHEED patterns. Besides, excess [Ti] is observed to
change the BTO diffraction behavior, making the 61stordered RHEED lines along the [100]BTO and [110]BTO
directions disappear. Further, despite we considered a very
broad range of [Ba]/[Ti] ratios, all samples still show a
four-fold tetragonal symmetry in the crystal structure.
Additionally, we found that the x  2h scan along [001]BTO
does not provide sufficient information to judge if a given
BTO layer is single-crystalline and stoichiometric. The
non-stoichiometric BTO samples show poly-crystalline-like
diffraction patterns, which might result from any nonstoichiometric compound precipitation. In addition, evaluated from x  2h scans, the out-of-plane lattice constant
a? for BTO follows a similar trend as function of the
stoichiometry as STO, having a local minimum for the
composition [Ba]/[Ti] around 1. On the other hand, the variation of ak as a function of the layer stoichiometry shows a
completely different behavior: it is decreasing with more
[Ba] inside the layer. Therefore, adjusting the ratio [Ba]/
[Ti] offers a route to adjust the BTO tetragonality and hence
to control the ferroelectricity of the BTO layer for device
applications. In addition, the 3 lowest-ordered Bragg peak
relative intensity ratios I(001)/I(002), I(101)/I(002), and I(111)/
I(002) derived from the x  2h scan depend on BTO stoichiometry in a characteristic way. Compared with the intensity
ratios of stoichiometric BTO, extra [Ti] will decrease all
three ratios I(001)/I(002), I(101)/I(002) and I(111)/I(002) simultaneously, making the 3 lowest-ordered Bragg peaks unobservable for sample A (with the highest excess [Ti]). This
peak disappearance is also in good agreement with the
RHEED and SAED patterns for sample A. On the other
hand, for Ba-rich BTO, the ratios of I(001)/I(002), I(101)/I(002),
and I(111)/I(002 are not all increasing. To understand this, we
proposed a model that explains how excess [Ba] or [Ti] in
non-stoichiometric BTO layers indeed induces different
experimental diffraction behaviors from the stoichiometric
layer. Therefore, this work provides insight and better
understanding in how the stoichiometry of a BTO layer
influences different diffraction phenomena, thereby assisting in precisely controlling the properties of a BTO-layer
for given applications.
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